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ABSTRACT 

 
Citizen is the member of state & who enjoys and perform certain rights with some duties. Right is an 

entitlement while duty is an obligation but these days due to some spitefulness among the people leads this physical 
distancing ending up with communal apathy which is drastically creating hatred among citizen. This paper will 
address communal apathy that is lack of concern about a community and how it is affecting our community. This 
paper will also contain some legal provision regarding this. And at last I will add a conclusion to it with some 
personal suggestions. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
 

I am addressing this paper with the term “Communal Apathy”, which means lack of 
concern about the community. “Community” the word itself connects us with each other. 
Community is both a feeling and asset of relationship among people to meet the common needs.  

Problems are the part of life and will go together with being alive, even community has 
problems be it child abuse, crime, racism, inequality, poverty, or even worst pandemic. That’s a 
fact of community life. But as citizens are the pillar of any nations, we do have some rights with 
some duties as well. But these days we observe lack of moral responsibility among the citizens. 
This is being evident in their attitude of permissiveness, apathy towards law, willingness to stand 
for the rights, equality & honesty.  

Due to this, people do deviate & form a new community with common ideology. The 
reason behind this deviation has their roots in specific historical circumstances. 

 

II. ISSUES & OUTCOMES 
 

Now, I am stating all the possible social issues that are alarming us, looking at the 
poverty trends worldwide, world data lab now estimates that on New Years’ Day 2019 just fewer 
than 600 million people across the world will live in extreme poverty & by 2030 this figure is 
expected to fall some 436 million. It is true stated by philosopher, Aristotle that “Poverty is the 
parent of revolution & crime”.  

Crime is an unlawful act punishable by state or other authority. It nearly covers all the 
civil wrong that is happening in our society for instance child abuse, racism, inequality and many 
more.  

When we actually started to talk about  race itself and white people’s view of race as 
opposed to African American view of race , mostly white people thought that race , in last 50 
years was getting better , almost every African American said no, over last 50 years it has not. 
Black community are protesting and fighting to end this systematic racism. Ideology refers to the 
sum total of a person’s values, belief, assumption & expectation. Ideology is directly related to 
the social structure economic system of production & political structure. 

In countries where the salience of religion is high as it is in India we try to influence and 
build our Political carrier through our religious ideology  but having a fundamentalist ideology 
about any religion will definitely leads  to abuse of power specially when it is linked to state 
authority . Both religion & power have common goal that is to acquire political power to fulfill. 
We have seen the conflict between the religious group from the time of Independence itself and 
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even now  this conflict has been witnessed in the face of CAA , NRC, J&K reorganization Act  
2019 and due to these conflicts this COVID pandemics are turning be worst .  

Pandemic happens out of season & the virus has whole world before them. Government 
has already announced complete lockdown and advised to follow physical distancing with some 
preventive measures as much as possible to avoid community spread but due to lack of faith 
among citizens and worthless attention towards bad politics rather than showing some humanity 
leads witnessing reckless behavior around the state, this selfish behavior induce deliberately 
spreading the virus ending up community spread. I don’t know why these people dodge their 
responsibility in difficult times. 
 

III. RIGHTS & DUTIES   OF CITIZENS 
 

We all live in one country. Our country give us Identity,  it is our responsibility to be a 
good citizen . We citizens have some rights with some duties as well that not only improve our 
surrounding but also give inner peace to us. There I am stating some rights and duties of the 
citizens:   

 
RIGHTS: 

 Freedom to express yourself. 

 Freedom to worship as you wishes.  

 Right to a prompt, fair trial by jury.  

 Right to vote in elections for public officials. 

 Right to apply for federal employment requiring U.S citizenship. 

 Right to run for elected office. 

 Freedom to pursue “life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness.” 
 

RESPONSIBILITIES: 

 To support and defend the Constitution. 

 To stay informed of the issues affecting your community. 

 To participate in democratic process. 

 To respect and obey federal, state, and local laws. 

 To respect the rights, beliefs and opinions of others. 

 To participate in your local community. 
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 To pay income and other taxes honestly and on time, to federal, state and local 
authorities.  

 To serve on a jury when called upon.  

 To defend the country if the need should arise. 
 

IV. LAW & ACT FOR SOME SOCIAL ISSUES 
 

Law & Acts for some social problems created due to illiteracy, stubbornness and lack 
of awareness such as dowry, child marriage, child labor, caste discrimination: 

 
A) Dowry Prohibition Act, 1961. 
B) Govt. of India has framed the maintenance of list of presents to the bride and 

the bridegroom rules, 1985. 
C) The Child Marriage restraint Act of 1925. 
D) Child Labor (Prohibition and Regulation) Act 1986   .    
E) The juvenile justice (Care & Protection) of Children Act 2000. 
F) The Right of Children to Free and Compulsory Education Act, 2009. 
G) The Child Labor Prohibition and Regulation Act, 1987. 
H) The Racial Discrimination Act 1975 makes a racial discrimination unlawful in 

public places. 
 
Some laws related to pandemic that should be known to all citizens of India: 
 
A) Section 271 of IPC, 1860 – This section clearly says that any person who 

disobeys the rules of quarantine shall be punished with imprisonment or fine or both. 
B)Section 269 of IPC, 1860- This section applies to those people who are acting 

negligently to spread the virus. They shall be penalized with imprisonment or fine of both.  
C)Section 270 of IPC,1860- This law is for those who know the consequence of 

their action could lead to spread of the virus and still choose to do such act shall be 
penalized . 

D) The Epidemic Disease Act, 1897- Power to take special measure and prescribe 
regulation as a too dangerous epidemic disease.  

Powers of Central Government – When central government is satisfied 
with a reason that India or any part thereof is threatened with an outbreak of any 
dangerous epidemic disease which is difficult to be controlled by the ordinary 
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provisions of law for the time being in force. The central government may take 
measure and prescribe regulations through which this act can be extended. Central 
Government can take necessary steps so far it is necessary for the time being in 
force. 

E)Disaster Management Act 2005 & national disaster management guidelines, 2008 
deals with the management of biological disasters. 

V. CONCLUSION 

 
By concluding this paper I’ll state what I observe that it’s not always to blame our 

government for all the social issues, sometimes even citizens are also equally responsible for 
promoting these issues. Major problem behind this is illiteracy, lack of awareness and 
fundamentalist belief toward something.  

The moral of my paper say that Unity is the best policy and can beat any crucial situation, 
we need to stand with it. Rights and duties are two sides of coin that goes hand in hand with us 
be it in home, society, state or a country we live in. 
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